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Section 1

PAST EVENTS

ALUMNI BREAKFAST
MONTHLY EVENT

October 2nd, 2021

On October 2nd, 2021
The U.S. - Educated
Azerbaijani Alumni
Association organized
Alumni Breakfast at
Courtyard by Marriott Baku.
We are thankful to Mr. Lee
Litzenberger – U.S.
Ambassador for accepting
our invite and joining the
event.
We would also like to
thank all our valuable
alumni, colleagues, and
honorable guests for
joining the event and
contributing to alumni
community.
Thank you and we look
forward to seeing you in
the next Alumni Breakfast
– November 2021!

T o a c c e s s a n d
d o w n l o a d t h e h i g h
q u a l i t y p h o t o s :
h t t p s : / / d r i v e . g o o g l e . c
o m / d r i v e / f o l d e r s / 1 I E g z
y k U _ y n t D m x i 2 J e B z A m Z O
8 F I 1 P k b _

75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE GLOBAL FULBRIGHT PROGRAM
30TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE HUNGARIAN FULBRIGHT ASSOCIATION
On October 7 – 9, 2021 Board Members of the U.S. – Educated Azerbaijani Alumni
Association participated in the 75th Anniversary Conference of the Global Fulbright

Fulbright Association in Budapest, Hungary.

The

Conference

was

very

well

organized,

with

panels

on

different

topics

such

as

education, policy making and diplomacy. One of the panels were “People to People
Diplomacy: Strengthening the Transatlantic Alliance on the Basis of Shared Values”
panel where Prof. Géza Jeszenszky - Former Foreign Minister and Ambassador to US,
Prof. Péter Balázs - Former Foreign Minister and EU Commissioner for Regional Policy, Dr.
Péter Sztáray - Hungarian Secretary of State for Security Policy, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs

and

Trade

also

attended

the

panel

and

discussed

the

importance

of

the

Transatlantic Alliance.

Right

after

the

conference,

Chairperson

–

Nail

Akhundzade

and

Board

Member

–

Zarina Khankishiyeva attended ENAM General Assembly and shared the AAA’s vision of
development of international alumni engagement and cooperation.
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Program which coincided with the ENAM General Assembly organized by the Hungarian

Visit to Hungarian Parliament
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American and European Scientific Cooperation
Discussion

Section 2

UPCOMING
EVENTS

PROFESSIONAL
TALKS

We are excited to invite you to join our next online seminar on

"Professional talks:

Gender Roles in Azerbaijani Medium Secondary School Literature textbooks" !
During the seminar Aygun Dadashova will share her master thesis in Gender Roles
in Azerbaijani -Medium Secondary School Literature textbooks. The purpose of the
research was to find out how gender sensitive and responsive secondary school
literature textbooks are in Azerbaijan.

Date:

5th November 2021

Time:

7 – 9 pm

Language:

English

Link to the seminar:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89946756046?

pwd=OVFya3hqR1N5Yzl1TWdPRlh6QmJsZz09

ALUMNI
BREAKFAST NOVEMBER 2021
We are pleased to invite you to the
take place on

Alumni Breakfast

which will

November 6, 10 am at Tavada Restaurant!

Come and join us for some networking and delicious breakfast!
Since the places are limited, you are requested to register via the
link: https://forms.gle/9pjAsPW4gRmDRYh87 by November 2, 6
pm.

Date & Time: November 6, 2021 / 10 am
Venue: Tavada Restaurant
Important:
1. Please be informed that vaccination card (with 2 doses) is
required for this event.
2. This event is only for U.S. - Educated Alumni

Section 3

ALUMNI
VOICE

Interview with

Teymur
Mehdi-zada

TEYMUR MEHDI-ZADA

From barbeque parties with my host family to the day we
volunteered

PHOTOGRAPHER & FILMMAKER

at

a

homeless

shelter,

from

visiting

the

Grand

Canyon with the whole group to the day we got to meet Native
American

How would you introduce to yourself to the AAA
community?

community

and

hear

their

stories.

One

of

the

greatest experiences was the day we got to spend at Red
Mountain High School. The only way I was exposed to American
high school was through media, television, movies, and other

My name is Teymur Mehdi-zada, but almost everyone calls me
Tima.

I

was

a

participant

of

Youth

Leadership

Program

with

means that distribute pop culture. I remember how seeing all of
it with my own eyes once again showed me how educational
systems are different around the world. It was truly as if I got

chance to spend around 40 days in Washington D.C. and Arizona

into an American teen rom com movie of early 2000s.

with a group of 14 incredible people. Prior to that exchange and
after it as well I actively volunteered at American Councils for
International Education in Azerbaijan. I am a photographer and
filmmaker as well as corporate communications specialist. For my

How has studying in America helped you build your
professional career?

bachelor degree I did a double degree program at Azerbaijan
Tourism

and

Management

University

and

IMC

Fachhochschule

Firstly, and it might sound cliché, it definitely improved my English-

Krems. My major in both universities was Tourism and Hospitality.

speaking

Currently

experiencing

I

live

in

Budapest,

Hungary

doing

my

masters

in

skills.
it

I

learned

firsthand

English
in

at

United

school

States,

in

being

Baku
able

but
to

Communications and Media. I am a huge Lady Gaga fan, I have

communicate with lots of different people on different topics

never tried coffee in my life and my dream is to get an Academy

enriched

Award (Oscar) for a movie in Azerbaijani language.

develop. Secondly, I think I got very much involved with filmmaking

my

knowledge

and

gave

me

motivation

to

further

and photography around that time and luckily I got to meet

What was the most interesting event that happened to you
during your stay in U.S?

couple of professionals of these fields and talk to them, get some
tips, insights, links, platforms to further grow as a professional. It
was very motivational to hear that an artsy person that wants to
do art for a living does not have to go through 10 circles of hell.

It is really hard to me to choose just one. Almost 10 years passed
since my time there, but I always go back to those memories and
it simply brings a smile upon my face.

There are opportunities around the world and there are ways of
making it work.

1202.01.72

Azerbaijan in 2012. It was program’s very first year and I got a

How did you get acquainted with the Did you study at both foreign and local
profession of photographer and is there educational institutions, what differences did
anyone who inspired you?
you see between them?
I started taking pictures very early on. I believe I was

I did study at both foreign and local educational

studying in 8th grade. Because of my passion after 2

institutions. I studied in several countries on different

years my parents bought me a camera and I fully

levels of my educational journey. And those were

invested my free time into it. I never took classes or

absolutely

professional

systems are different, and the way people perceive

trainings

videography.

I

was

of

photography

watching

YouTube

and

tutorials,

different

education

is

experiences.

different

university or obtain a degree. I Azerbaijan that is a

but because I was very passionate about the field, I

must

just

different

student is able to get into a university they will. I’m

visual artists who inspire me. I would mention Bardia

not saying people should not go to universities, it is

Zeinali

as

just that in western Europe and in United States

artists

world.

kept

pushing

my

myself

ultimate

inspiration

the

visual

as

a

anything he creates just inspires me. I look up to him

decisions as long as people stay true to themselves

a lot.

and do what they truly want to do. I struggled with it

with

videographer

long

degree and follow a different path. I respect both

less

a

from

as

to

but

does

mostly

have

think

go

people are more open to the idea of not obtaining a

and

is

I

I

to

/

filmmaker

He

further.

places.

obliged

western

because things would not work out on the first try

of

feel

several

countries

majority

don’t

In

trying things out. I remember being very frustrated

in

people

too.

Educational

photography,

during

my

dedicate

Does photography require special talent in
addition to having a professional camera?

high
my

school,

life

to

because
something

I

wanted

creative

to
like

filmmaking or visual communication but on the other
hand those were not popular fields and I had many
people questioning my decisions. One day I just told

I

think

it

really

depends

on

which

kind

of

photography we are talking about. We you ask me,
for

commercial

photography

you

would

need

a

relatively good equipment. Because market has set
particular

rules

and

clients

expect

certain

things

myself, I do not want to wake up one morning in my
40s or 50s with a bitter realization that I wasted my
life on something I do not enjoy. We only get one life
and the best we can do is enjoy every day doing
things we love. With a degree or without it.

when they hire you or book you. On the other hand,
when

doing

artistic

photography

you

are

not

required to have a professional camera. I personally
know some many people who created masterpieces
with their phone camera or a very simple lens. What
matters is your vision and messages you put into your
work. If audience can relate, can see something in
your work, if you are able to transfer your thoughts
into a photograph or a visual art piece - that is a
true success, in my opinion. Speaking of talent, I
think we all are talented. In photography it’s the
combination

of

dedication,

knowledge,

practice,

and your vision. And let me tell you, not a single
vision can be wrong. We all see things differently
and every opinion is valid.

by

Mahizar Asgarova

SUCCESS STORY
ASLI SAMADOVA

We are proud to share that Asli Samadova - UGRAD 2004/2005 alumna, has
received Prince Claus Fund’s inaugural Seed Award 2021 and was included in

ABOUT ASLI

international list of 100 ‘future trendsetters’ in art and culture from the Global
South.

The three categories of Prince Claus Awards: Seed, Mentorship and Impact
Awards are designed to support artists and cultural practitioners in different
ways at crucial stages in their professional careers. Prince Claus Seed Awards
offer an early career boost that can make a difference in the long run. The
Fund facilitates beneficial connections and exchanges for recipients and they
are free to use the 5,000 euro Award at their own discretion to further their
practice.

Asli Samadova is an
interdependent curator, art
manager and museum
specialist from Baku,
Azerbaijan. Prior to the shift
to art and culture, she
worked as a strategy
consultant with a CEMS
Masters in International
Management from Bocconi
University and LSE. She
worked on the 'Silk
Treasures. 16-18th century
embroideries from
Azerbaijan’ accompanied by
a book-catalogue,
Azerbaijan (2017-2018),
'Turandokht. Radio Riddles'
migrating sound installation
in Venice’s oldest botanical
garden (2019) and a group
show of three generations of
Azerbaijani artists titled 'Off
the Velvet Chest’, Russia
(2019-2020). She currently
manages Ta(r)dino 6 Art
Platform (TAP), a Baku-born
self-organised nonhierarchical initiative, and is
focused on turning TAP into
a self-sustainable
organisation that
contributes to a discourse on
contemporary art from
Azerbaijan and beyond.
Recently TAP was registered
as a cultural NGO.

On October 13th, 2021 Flex
Alumni Coordinator - Sabina
Malikzada organized Safe Pizza
Party for the first
time after a long quarantine
period.

The party took place in the
Conference Room. This specific
Pizza Party was called Safe
Pizza party on purpose as all the
COVID requirements were
followed, which means it was
only for fully vaccinated Alumni.
The goal of the event was to
reconnect with the fellow
Alumni.

All the FLEX alumni enjoyed
pizza while catching up and
listening to fun music.

FLEX Alumni Pizza
Party

FLEX Promotion
On October 11th, 2021 FLEX Alumni
Coordinator - Sabina Malikzada’19 held an
online FLEX Promotion ZOOM event for the
regional school in Lankaran.
The goal of the event was to reach regions
and give as much information as possible
and answer the questions of the
participants.

Promotion materials were sent to the
region beforehand so that students would
have it during the event and ask questions
based on that.
In total 14 students, 3 English teachers and
principal of the school joined to the online
ZOOM meeting

On October 13th, 2021 FLEX alumni Zeynab Aghabayli(20') and Nurana
Aliyeva(19') organized an online FLEX
info session via ZOOM. The main goal
of the meeting was to promote FLEX
program as much as possible and
answer the questions of the students
who were willing to apply.
The essential information was given through a presentation and a Q/A session at
the end.

Section 4

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

HIRING NOW

POSITIONS OPEN
Management Business Analyst Intern

Embassy of the United States of America Baku
QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED:

1. EDUCATION: Post-Secondary study in Business, Math, Statistics, Finance, Accounting, Public
Administration, Information Technology or related field.
2. LANGUAGE: Level III (Good working knowledge) Speaking/Reading/Writing English.
3. KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS: Attention to details, computer skills, and good interpersonal skills.

ADDITIONAL SELECTION CRITERIA:
Azerbaijani citizen student in good academic standing at his/her current educational institution.( PostSecondary study in Business, Math, Statistics, Finance, Accounting, Public Administration, Information
Technology or related field is required)
Must be a continuing student upon completion of the internship.
Must be at least 18 years of age.
All applicants must have medical insurance and be fully vaccinated for COVID.
All applicants must have a personal laptop to use.
After selection, the student must receive security clearance before receiving a formal offer of internship.
Language: Level III (Good working knowledge) Speaking/Reading/Writing English is required.
Knowledge/skills: Attention to details, computer skills, and good interpersonal skills are required.

To apply: https://az.usembassy.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/284/MBA-Intern.pdf

INTERESTED APPLICANTS SHOULD SEND ONLY ELECTRONIC COPIES TO
BAKUHRINTERNSHIP@STATE.GOV BY NOVEMBER 11, 2021

BURSARY & SUCCESS INTERNSHIP 2022 IN
TECHNOLOGY

Eligibility:

Students of Baku and Regional universities;
Only citizens of the Republic of Azerbaijan;

Information Technology fields;
The program is open to students of the last two courses in
bachelor degree with high average grades;
Education in related with

Required Language skills: Azerbaijani - native, English - advanced,
Russian - preferably.
For more information:
https://azercell.easyhire.me/job/details/615d5287c6543269412303ba

SENIOR AUDITOR, ASSURANCE SERVICES
To qualify for the role, you must have
Graduates from Finance/Audit/Economics/Accounting
Thorough knowledge of current auditing techniques
3 years of relevant work experience
Experience of the entire audit process
Strong knowledge of IFRS and local GAAP
ACCA qualified or ACCA student with at least 9 papers

For more information: https://careers.ey.com/ey/job/BakuSenior-Auditor%2C-Assurance-Services-AZ1010/712687301/
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OTHER

survey
The U.S. Embassy Baku is aiming to do more USG
Alumni Community Building and Outreach activities
in the coming year and therefore is reaching out to
you requesting to fill in this short

ALUMNI SURVEY:

https://bit.ly/3B0oPkT

Please take a couple of minutes to fill it in order

to

help the Embassy understand your needs, wishes,
and

possible

community.

contributions

as

part

of

the

USG

Sam Blurton, a former Embassy Baku intern
and MA student at Carnegie Mellon
University will lead conversations on various
topics, share his experiences and ideas, and
much more.

Join the Conversation Club to improve your
English and to meet new friends!

Link to join:
https://meet.google.com/pry-dtqj-cyv

WE ARE HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE
HAVE A NEW COFFEE STATION AT OUR
OFFICE!
WE INVITE YOU TO COME AND STOP BY
OUR OFFICE TO SAY HI AND GET YOUR
COFFEE. COFFEE IS FREE FOR THE ALUMNI
BUT WE
ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE YOUR DONAT
IONS FOR THE BETTER COFFEE TO HAVE.
AAA’ S OFFICE IS OPEN FROM 9 TO 6 ON
WEEKDAYS AND LOCATED IN CASPIAN
BUSINESS CENTER, 2ND FLOOR.

DEAR ALUMNI
OUR MEMBERS ARE WELCOME TO USE OFFICE
ROOM FOR SMALL AND COZY GATHERINGS AS
WELL AS TO COME/RESERVE CONFERENCE ROOM
FOR LARGER PARTIES AND/OR OFFICIAL EVENTS,
SUCH
AS
SEMINARS,
WORKSHOPS,
CONFERENCES, NETWORKING AND ETC.
WE WOULD BE VERY HAPPY IF YOU CAN CALL
AND CHECK THE AVAILABILITY 2-3 DAYS BEFORE
AND SHARE WITH US SOME INFORMATION ABOUT
YOUR PROJECT/MEETING.
THE CONFERENCE ROOM IS AVAILABLE
BOOKING ON MON-FRI BETWEEN 10 - 5 PM.

FOR

FOR BOOKINGS:
PROGRAMS@AAA.ORG.AZ
(012) 436 80 22

ISOPS school is one of the 54 members of
the world’ s largest public speaking
platform-ESU (The English Speaking
Union) organization.
The School teaches soft skills including
communication, self-development,
creative thinking to pupils aged 10-16.
Courses are given by internationally
experienced local and foreign teachers.
The aim is to prepare children for their
future education and career life and raise
them as global citizens following the job
market requirements.
For contact:
050 792 99 80 (Call & Whatsapp)

CONTACT US
@azerbaijanialumniassociation
azerbaijanialumniassociation@gmail.com
programs@aaa.org.az

(012) 436 80 22

